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A never-before-seen 

100% self-sustainable 

luxury off-shore 

scuba diving structure

From the moment people step on board, guests will experience unforgettable inspiration and awe like when

they trained in the ocean pool and watched new coral grow. Or when they descended through the

amphitheater moon pool and watched wonders below. Or when the sub lowered until the chamber flooded and

they began their ocean journey into the unknown. These experiences help guests leave with renewed souls and

a new understanding of the ocean. 

Fata Morgana is an experience, not a vessel

The Pinnacle of International Diving

Fata Morgana will instantly become the pinnacle of

international diving—a destination that will draw those

seeking the highest level of diving in the industry in a

state-of-the-art facility with the latest in advanced

equipment, personal submarines, and ROV’s that has

spared no detail in luxury or experience. 

The vessel offers a spacious and open layout to allow a feeling of never being rushed or hurried while diving–

something that is all too common on a regular dive boat. Fata Morgana is at once two vessels, transitioning from

a luxury ocean retreat to a fully functional dive facility flawlessly. The future of self-sustainable luxury diving is

now. Never before has this high level of luxury been fully self-sustainable without sacrifice. A modern marvel of

ambition.
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A Tranquil Oasis At Sea The first truly luxury self-sustaining vessel of its

kind brings people and nature together in perfect

harmony. Seamlessly melting into the horizon,

guests will watch the sun set immersed in the

peaceful, warm waters of the sea. The design

pays special attention to blurring the lines

between indoor and outdoor space to ignite the

senses. Walking around Fata Morgana, one truly

feels at one with the surrounding seas, with

organic surroundings and cues taken from the

reef below in the architecture. 

Everywhere you look, Fata Morgana invites you into the sea. Whether it’s the one-of-a-kind amphitheater

underwater lounge watching the reef and divers through the unbelievable crystal clear acrylic floor-to-

ceiling viewing area or dive training in the glass bottom training pool with the reef beckoning below. Guests

will wonder at the groundbreaking coral reef nursery. Diving through the moon pool into the underwater

world below offers an unforgettable experience for new divers and veteran divers alike. While diving, family

and friends can pass the time at one of our world-class upper deck lounge or restaurant areas where they

enjoy the finest of fresh land and sea cuisine.

A dive experience available in only one place on earth.
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Sustainability Technology

Highest efficiency solar roof array*

Integrated color perimeter solar cladding* 

Cutting edge gray water purification system automated

smartphone control app* 

Cutting edge glass to sand recycling*

Advanced seawater radiant cooling system*

World-first onboard sustainable coral growing nursery

and exhibition*

Advanced water recycling phytoremediation system* 

Environmentally friendly anti foul painting system*

Advanced hull metalizing 20-year finish (optional)

Integrated vertical axis wind turbines

Recycled materials used during construction

Construction and Design Features

Immersive saltwater ocean view dive training pool*

World premier onboard sustainable coral growing and

transplant nursery*

World’s first suspended bar/lounge retreat*

Underwater amphitheater and ocean view multimedia room

and lounge*

Industry-first custom curved glass organic etched railing

system*

One-of-a-kind submersible sub art exhibition room and

submersible platform*

World's first Solar power helipad*

World’s first decent view diving moon pool*

World premiere personal submarine*

World-class organic architecture lounge, bar restaurant 

Superyacht level luxury upper deck

Ecological reef saving flexible mooring system

One-of-a-kind luxury raised crow’s nest observation deck

Integrated coral reef and environmental architecture themes

Additional Features 

ROV Control Center

Underwater floor to ceiling ocean

view lounge

Amphitheater lower deck moon

pool and ocean viewing area

Architectural central grand stairs

feature

Oceanview decent moon pool

Oceanview and glass-bottom

infinity-edge dive training pool

Sustainable coral nursery

Floating upper deck lounge

Integrated nature-inspired

architecture

Raised sky lounge observation deck

Solar helipad (optional)

Integrated yacht docking decks

Custom glass railings

Art gallery/diving heritage

throughout the structure

Theater room

*Either a marine industry first or advanced breakthrough technology 
  the world  has never seen

Fata Morgana's Features
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